MAGNESIC HOOKS & HANGERS
MKM
Single hook with magnetic black metal back plate in Black, Gray, Red, Blue or Yellow.
MKM (FPM) & (MYIM)
Single hook with magnetic black metal back plate in Black or Silver finish. Hook in Black or Silver ABS plastic, in an open or closed loop for use on wire or metal hanger rails.
MKM (MYP)
Magnetic hanger in Black or Silver finish.
MKM (FPM) + (MYAM)
Magnetic hook with open hook metal hanger.
MKM (FPM) + (MPIM)
Magnetic hook in Black or Silver finish.
MAGNETIC HOOK PANELS & HANGERS
FPM + 1 FAH
– magnetic hook with anti-theft coat hanger. FPM +1 FPE
MAGNETIC HOOK PANELS & HANGERS
HANGERS
MGTBH
W O O D H A N G E R S
MGTBH includes a hook bar and a 1-1/2” open hook in rustic hardwood natural blond finish. Features a locking trouser bar. Available in Gray, Charcoal Gray or Black finish.
MGTBH (MGTBH-RV)
V inyl coated steel receptacle fits 3/4” square tubing. For SR34 or R1.5 receptacle hangers. Black or Charcoal Gray finish.
MGTBH (MGTBH-FA)
Wood coat hanger features a 2” wide wooden hanger bar with 1-1/2” open hook. Natural or Dark Stain finish.
MGTBH (MGTBH-FAH)
Hook features a straight wire coated hanger, 2” wide wooden hanger bar with 1-1/2” open hook. Natural or Dark Stain finish.
MGTBH (MGTBH-FAH)
Hook features a 2” wide wooden hanger bar with 1-1/2” open hook. Natural or Dark Stain finish.
MAGNETIC HOOKS & HANGERS
MKM Single hook with magnetic black metal back plate. Available in Black, Gray, Red, Blue or Yellow.
MEM Single hook with magnetic black metal back plate. Available in Black or Silver finish. Knob in Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or in Orange, Burgundy, Blue, Green, Black or White lacquer finish.
MYIM Single hook with magnetic black metal back plate. Available in Black or Silver finish. Hooks in Black or Silver ABS plastic or in Blue, Smoke or Red polycarbonate plastic finish.
MPIM Magnetic hanger in Black or Silver finish.
FARGO FPM FPM + 1 FAH – magnetic hook with anti-theft coat hanger. FPM + 1 FPE – magnetic hook with open hook coat hanger.

HOOK PANELS & HANGERS

MG17PM
Hanger features a theft deterrent slotted hook for use on wire hanger rails.

MG17PH
Hanger features a standard 1-1/2" nickel plated open hook for use on hanger rods up to 1-1/4" in diameter or on wire hanger rails.

MG17PS
Features a theft deterrent 5/8" mini hook for use on 5/8" diameter hanger rods or wire hanger rails.

MG17PX
Features a T-top for use with SR34 hanger receptacles.

MG17PP
Features a parallel T-top for use with R1.5 receptacles.

All molded polystyrene hangers are available in Charcoal Gray or Black finish.

MG17WS (Walnut), MG17OS (Oak), MG17MS (Mahogany), MG17CHS (Victorian Cherry), MG17BKS (Black), MG17EVS (Evergreen), MG17BLS (Blueberry), MG17SAS (Sandstone) feature a standard 1-1/2" nickel open hook for use on hanger rods up to 1-1/4" in diameter.

MG17CH (Victorian Cherry), MG17MH (Mahogany), MG17CHS (Victorian Cherry), MG17BKS (Black), MG17EVS (Evergreen), MG17BLS (Blueberry), MG17SAS (Sandstone) feature a 5/8" mini hook for use on 5/8" diameter rod or wire hanger rail.

MG17H includes a trouser bar and features a waxed hardwood natural blond finish with a 1-1/2" nickel open hook.

MG17B has a ball top for use with SR34 or R1.5 receptacle and waxed hardwood natural blond finish.

MG17C contoured hardwood hangers are available with 5/8" mini hook or 1-1/2" open hook. Features a locking trouser bar. Natural or Dark Stain finish.

MG17CSC contoured hardwood hangers with skirt clips. Available with 5/8" mini hook or 1-1/2" open hook. Natural or Dark Stain finish.

MG17CL 3/16" theft proof nickel plated steel hanger features a closed loop for hanger rods up to 1-1/4" in diameter.

MG17OHN 3/16" nickel plated steel hanger with 1-1/2" open hook.

MG17CS 3/16" steel hanger features a 1-1/2" open hook and a Charcoal Gray vinyl coated finish.

MG17 "WOOD HANGERS"
MG17 wood hangers are available in a variety of colors, finishes and styles. MG17WH (Walnut), MG17OH (Oak), MG17MH (Mahogany), MG17CH (Victorian Cherry), MG17BKH (Black), MG17EVH (Evergreen), MG17BLH (Blueberry), MG17SAH (Sandstone) feature a standard 1-1/2" nickel open hook for use on hanger rods up to 1-1/4" in diameter.

MG17WS (Walnut), MG17OS (Oak), MG17MS (Mahogany), MG17CHS (Victorian Cherry), MG17BKS (Black), MG17EVS (Evergreen), MG17BLS (Blueberry), MG17SAS (Sandstone) feature a 5/8" mini hook for use on 5/8" diameter rod or wire hanger rail.

SR34 Receptacle – Vinyl coated steel receptacle fits 3/4" square tubing. For ball top or T-top hangers. Black or Charcoal Gray finish.

R1.5 Receptacle – Nickel plated steel receptacle fits 1-1/4" O.D. hanger bars. For theft deterrent ball top or parallel T-top hangers.
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WOOD STAINS

HOOK FINISHES
K SERIES HOOKS

High strength polycarbonate hook HH-1 SAFETY RELEASE HOOK
Silver anodized aluminum coat hook with Chrome finish.

K-305MS
Zinc coat hook with Chrome finish.

K-300C/K-300MS
Aluminum coat hooks available in Polished Chrome (C), Bronze (B), Polished Brass (PB) and powder coated (N) finishes of Black, Blueberry, Sandstone or Evergreen.

K-315C
Steel single prong utility coat hook K71C UTILITY HOOK

K-310C/K-310MS
Aluminum coat hooks are available in Polished Chrome (C), Bronze (B), Polished Brass (PB) and powder coated (N) finishes of Black, Blueberry, Sandstone or Evergreen.

K-230S
Silver anodized aluminum coat hook with door stop.

K-220S
Die cast garment bag hook.

RAMA-1
Polypropylene hook in Blue, Vanilla or Anthracite finish.

FLO-01
Polypropylene hook in White or Black acrylic finish.

K-215
Stainless steel hooks mounted to wall or door or to laminate panel.

K-41ST
Die cast knobs in Polished Chrome finish.

K-50/FMP
Stainless steel panel hooks feature front mount screws for mounting to wall, wood or laminate panel.

K-73
Vinyl coated steel triple prong hook K73 HOOK

LAMINATE HOOK PANELS

4K, four hook (4" x 34") laminate panels. 2K, two hook (4" x 18") laminate panel. Black or Charcoal Gray vinyl coated steel hooks mounted to stainless steel panel.

FL-1/60 + 4 FCO hooks
Black FCO hooks available in Gray or Black with added as necessary. Units are be mounted end to end.

FL-1/20 + 2 FCO hooks
Black FCO hooks available in Gray or Black with added as necessary. Units are be mounted end to end.

FL-1/100 + 6 FCO hooks
Black FCO hooks available in Gray or Black with added as necessary. Units are be mounted end to end.

FL-1/60 + 4 FCO hooks
Black FCO hooks available in Gray or Black with added as necessary. Units are be mounted end to end.

FL-1/20 + 2 FCO hooks
Black FCO hooks available in Gray or Black with added as necessary. Units are be mounted end to end.

FL-1/100 + 6 FCO hooks
Black FCO hooks available in Gray or Black with added as necessary. Units are be mounted end to end.

MYAW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

MYIW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three metal hooks in one, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

MEW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three metal hooks in one, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

MKW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three coat hooks on Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

PCP9 SERIES WALL COSTUMER

Executive wall wall mounted in 10", 15" to 18" (to be determined by kit). Additional options include Black or Silver metal hooks. Polystyrene hangers. Also coated steel finish with two molded polystyrene hangers. Chrome, Black or White chrome hardware.

PC550 EXECUTIVE WALL COSTUMER

Executive wall costumer features a 6" x 18" plastic laminate panel in Executive wall costumer. Wall mounted hook strip features one, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

HOOK/HANGER

FPP + 1 FAH – wall mounted hook with open hook FAH hanger
FPP + 1 FPE – wall mounted hook with open hook FPE hanger
FPP + 1 FPP – wall mounted hook with open hook FPP hanger

HOOK STRIPS

MYW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three metal hooks in one, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

HOOK STRIPS

MYW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three metal hooks in one, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

HOOK STRIPS

MYW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three metal hooks in one, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

HOOK STRIPS

MYW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three metal hooks in one, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

HOOK STRIPS

MYW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three metal hooks in one, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

HOOK STRIPS

MYW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three metal hooks in one, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

HOOK STRIPS

MYW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three metal hooks in one, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

HOOK STRIPS

MYW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three metal hooks in one, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.

HOOK STRIPS

MYW SERIES HOOK STRIPS

One, two or three metal hooks in one, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with Orange, Green, Blue, Burgundy, Beech, Ash or Wenge wood or door.
## Hooks

### HH-1 SAFETY RELEASE HOOK
- **Description**: High strength polycarbonate hook that resets automatically in the event of the limit being exceeded.
- **Material**: Die cast garment bag hook.
- **Finish**: Chrome finish.
- **Additional**: Available in red, silver anodized aluminum coat hook with door stop.
- **Applications**: Suitable for hanging clothes, bags, or other articles up to 30 lb.

### Metal Garment Hooks
- **Sizes**: 2, 3, or 6 Model K41ST stainless steel hooks mounted to wall or door or to laminate panel.
- **Finish Options**: Available in Polished Chrome (C), Bronze (B), Black (Blk), and Silver Anodized (S) finish.
- **Applications**: Suitable for hanging clothes, bags, or other articles up to 30 lb.

### Plastic Coated Silver Hanger Hook
- **Description**: 6-hook chrome hanger hook mounted to wall or door or to laminate panel.
- **Material**: Polished chrome finish.
- **Applications**: Suitable for hanging clothes, bags, or other articles up to 30 lb.

### Wall-Mounted Costumers
- **Types**: Includes executive wall costumer, plastic laminate panel with 4 hooks, and executive wall costumer with open hook.
- **Materials**: Available in ABS Silver or Black finish.
- **Applications**: Suitable for hanging clothes, bags, or other articles up to 30 lb.
HIGH STRENGTH POLYCARBONATE HOOK
HH-1 SAFETY RELEASE HOOK
Standard and Foundry mounts are available in Polished Chrome (C), Bronze (B), and Black. Can be mounted directly to wall or door. Can be mounted directly to laminate panel.

DIE CAST GARMENT BAG HOOK
K-220S Silver anodized aluminum coat hook. Can be mounted directly on wall or door.

ZINC COAT HOOK
K-315C Zinc coat hook with Chrome finish. Can be mounted directly on wall or door.

ALUMINUM COAT HOOKS
K-25 ALUMINUM COAT HOOKS and Silver Anodized (S) finish as well as powder coated (N) finishes of Black, Blueberry, Sandstone or Evergreen. Can be mounted directly on wall or door.

K SERIES HOOKS
polypropylene hook in Blue, Vanilla or White or lined in Black or Brown imitation leather. hook fits 3/4" square tubing. Two, three or six Model K41ST hooks can be mounted on stainless steel panel. See below.

STAINLESS STEEL HOOK PANELS
Two die cast knobs in Sandstone, PC107H WALL OR DOOR COSTUMER. Available in Polished Chrome or Black or Silver finish. Can be mounted directly to wall or door or to laminate panel. One, two or three coat knobs in Black or Silver lacquer finish with anti-theft FAH hanger or open hook FPE hanger. Additional FCO hooks can be added as necessary. Units are available in four sizes and includes Extruded aluminum hook strip in Black or Silver finish. Wall mounted hook strip features one, two or three metal hooks in Polished Chrome (C), Brushed Chrome (BC), Polished or Brushed Stainless Steel, Black or Charcoal Gray powder coated steel finish with two molded polystyrene hangers. Also available in Polished or Brushed Stainless Steel hooks.

STEEL SINGLE PRONG UTILITY COAT HOOK
K71C UTILITY HOOK
Black nylon hook mounts directly to Black or Silver metal base. Hooks are available in Polished Chrome (C), Bronze (B), Brushed Chrome, Enamel, Sandstone or Black. Can be mounted directly to wall, door or to laminate panel.

Black nylon hook mounts directly to Black or Silver metal base. Can be mounted directly on wall, door or to laminate panel.
**HOHGANES & HANGERS**

**MG17PM**
- Hanger features a theft deterrent slotted hook for use on wire hanger rails.

**MG17PH**
- Hanger features a standard 1-1/2" nickel plated open hook for use on hanger rods up to 1-1/4" in diameter or on wire hanger rails.

**MG17PS**
- Features a theft deterrent 5/8" mini hook for use on 5/8" diameter hanger rods or wire hanger rails.

**MG17PX**
- Features a T-top for use with SR34 hanger receptacles.

**MG17PP**
- Features a parallel T-top for use with R1.5 receptacles.

All molded polystyrene hangers are available in Charcoal Gray or Black finish.

**MG17WOOD HANGERS**
- MG17 wood hangers are available in a variety of colors, finishes and styles.
  - **MG17WH** (Walnut),
  - **MG17OH** (Oak),
  - **MG17MH** (Mahogany),
  - **MG17CH** (Victorian Cherry),
  - **MG17BKH** (Black),
  - **MG17EHH** (Evergreen),
  - **MG17BLH** (Blueberry)
  - **MG17SAH** (Sandstone) feature a standard 1-1/2" nickel open hook for use on hanger rods up to 1-1/4".

**MG17WS**
- MG17WS (Walnut),
- MG17OS (Oak),
- MG17MS (Mahogany),
- MG17CHS (Victorian Cherry),
- MG17BKS (Black),
- MG17EVS (Evergreen),
- MG17BLS (Blueberry) and **MG17SAS** (Sandstone) feature a 5/8" mini hook for use on 5/8" diameter rod or wire hanger rail.

**MG17H**
- Includes a trouser bar and features a waxed hardwood natural blond finish with a 1-1/2" nickel open hook.

**MG17B**
- Has a ball top for use with SR34 or R1.5 receptacle and waxed hardwood natural blond finish.

**MG17C**
- Contoured hardwood hangers are available with 5/8" mini hook or 1-1/2" open hook. Features a locking trouser bar. Natural or Dark Stain finish.

**MG17CS**
- Contoured hardwood hangers with skirt clips. Available with 5/8" mini hook or 1-1/2" open hook. Natural or Dark Stain finish.

**MG17FIBER HANGERS**
- **MG17FIBER** (SR34 or R1.5) hangers feature a 1-1/2" wood hook.

**MG17FIBER WOOD**
- **MG17FIBER WOOD** (SR34 or R1.5) hangers feature a 1-1/2" wood hook.

**MG17FIBER STEEL**
- **MG17FIBER STEEL** (SR34 or R1.5) hangers feature a 1-1/2" wood hook.

**MG17STEEL HANGERS**
- **MG17CS**
  - 3/16" steel hanger features a 1-1/2" open hook and a Charcoal Gray vinyl coated finish.
- **MG17OHN**
  - 3/16" nickel plated steel hanger with 1-1/2" open hook.
- **MG17CL**
  - 3/16" theft proof nickel plated steel hanger features a closed loop for hanger rods up to 1-1/4" in diameter.

**MAGNETIC HOOPS & HANGERS**
- **MGM**
  - Single hook with magnetic black hook plate and a black, gray, blue or yellow plastic hook.
- **MEM**
  - Single hook with magnetic plate in black or silver finish. Knob in beech, ash or wenge wood or in orange, burgundy, blue, green, black or white lacquer finish.
- **MYIM**
  - Single hook with magnetic back plate and hook in black or silver finish.
- **MYAM**
  - Single hook with magnetic back plate in black or silver finish. Hooks in black or silver ABS plastic or in blue, smoke or red polycarbonate plastic finish.
- **MPIM**
  - Magnetic hanger in black or silver finish.

**RAMA5**
- **FPM + 1 FAH** – magnetic hook with anti-theft coat hanger.
- **FPM + 1 FPE** – magnetic hook with open hook coat hanger.

**BLUEBERRY BLACK EVERGREEN SANDSTONE**

**WALNUT OAK VICTORIAN CHERRY MAHOGANY**

**WOOD STAINS**
- **SR34** Receptacle – Vinyl coated steel receptacle fits 3/4" square tubing. For ball top or T-top hangers. Black or Charcoal Gray finish.
- **R1.5** Receptacle – Nickel plated steel receptacle fits 1-1/4" O.D. hanger bars. For theft deterrent ball top or parallel T-top hangers.